[Metabolic changes as part of the general response of the body to the effect of blast waves].
Aiming to understand general response of the body to effects of blast wave there have been examined products of carbo-hydrates metabolism (glycogen, glucose, pyruvate, malate, oxalacetate) and of energy metabolism (ATP, ADP, AMP, inorganic phosphorus, energy state, potential of phosphorylation) in tissues of the liver and heart of sheep exposed to blast wave generated by detonation of the aerosol explosive. The authors have concluded that changes in the metabolism of carbo-hydrates and energy occurred in the tissue of the liver and heart after effects of blast wave are nonspecific and that they developed in the scope of general response of the body to trauma. It is possible that lung damages, as a local reaction to blast wave modify/modulate (aggrevate) the found changes.